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NON LINEAR REPRESENTATIONS OF LIE GROUPS
BY MosHfi FLATO
GEORGES PINCZON AND JACQUES SIMON

ABSTRACT. — Non linear representations of Lie groups in Banach spaces and their connection with non
linear representations of Lie algebras are studied. Applications to their equivalence with linear representations are given.

Introduction
The aim of this article is to study the non linear actions of a Lie group in a (complex)
Banach space. It seems that such a general treatment did not appear up to now. Most
of the research connected with this subject is either geometrical, in which case the differentiability conditions are too strong (when the space is not finite dimensional) to apply
even for linear representation, or related to the theory of partial differential equations,
in which case the Lie group is the real line.
Given a Frechet space E, we denote by J^ (E) the space of the w-linear continuous
mappings from E" into E. When E is a Banach space, if we denote by By the open ball
of radius r, oSf^ (E) is a Banach space with the norm |[/[| = sup |[/(Bi x . . . xB^) |[.
We denote by/the polynomial associated with the ^-linear mapping/. The set SF (E)
of formal power series of the type ^ /", with /" e oSfn (E), is a complex vector space.
n^i
DEFINITION \. — A formal representation (S, E), of a real Lie group G, in a Frechet
space E, is a morphism S from G to the group of the invertible elements, for the composition law in 3F (E), such that, if Sg = ^ S^ (g e G) and (p, e E (1 ^ i ^ n), the mappings
n^l

^—>S^((pi, ...,(?„) are measurable for every n ^ 1.
The fact that S is a morphism is equivalent to the set of equations

(i)

s^= Z s^
l^P^n

E

s^®...®^.

(i+...+fp=n

In particular S1 is a strongly measurable (and therefore continuous when E is a Banach
space) linear representation of G in E; (S1, E) will be called the free part of (S, E).
In Section 1, we prove (Prop. 1) that in Definition 1 we can replace measurable by
continuous when E is a Banach space.
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DEFINITION 2. — An analytic representation (S, E) of a real Lie group G in a Banach
space E, is a formal representation such that there exists a neighbourhoodV of the identity
in G such that Sg = ^ S^ is an analytic mapping in a neighbourhood Vg of the origin
n^i
in E for every g e V.
In Section 2, we prove (Lemma 2) that the neighbourhood of the origin in E can be
taken independent of g in V. Moreover we prove (Corol. 1) that if the neighbourhood
of the origin is taken small enough, V can contain any given bounded set in G. We then
introduce the notion of smooth representation (Def. 6) and prove for these representations
differentiability properties which will be utilized in Section 4.
Given an analytic mapping A == ^ A", A" e JSf,, (E), in a neighbourhood of the
n^i
origin in the Banach space E, A is an analytic isomorphism around the origin if and only
if A1 is an automorphism of E.
DEFINITION 3. — Two analytic representations (S, E) and (S', E') of a real Lie group G
in Banach spaces E and E' respectively are equivalent if there exists an analytic mapping
A = ^ A", A1 being an automorphism of E, such that the equality Sg = A Sg A"1 of
n^i
power series holds for every g e G.

Such an equivalence is obviously an equivalence relation. In Section 5, we prove
(Prop. 5) that every analytic representation is equivalent to a smooth representation.
Given two elements A = ^ A" and B = ^ B" in ^ (E), we define a new element
n^ 1

n^l

A » B e ^ ' ( E ) by
(A^B)^

S A^
l^p^n

S

I^B"^1®!^-^,

O^q^p-1
/<

^

/^

where o^ is the symmetrization operator on the projective tensor product E ® E ® ... ® E
(n times) defined by
<y^((pi ® ... ® (pn) = — E (po(i) ® ... ® q><,(»)
n ' o e ®n

for every n ^ 1, (pi, ..., q>n e E and ©„ is the group of permutations of n elements. The
composition law (A,B)-^A*B from ^'(E)x^'(E) to ^(E) is bilinear.
Define [A, B]^ = A » B — B » A. We shall see in Section 4 that the complex vector
space y (E) becomes a Lie algebra for this bracket.
DEFINITION 4. — A formal representation (S, E) of a real Lie algebra 9 in a Frechet
space E, is a linear mapping S : g —> ^ (E) such that if x, y e Q
^c,y] = [Sjc? SyJ^

In particular (SS E) is a linear representation of g in E; (SS E) will be called the free
part of (S, E).
In Section 4, we prove (Prop. 7) that it is possible, under a technical assumption, to
differentiate a formal representation of a real Lie group G and to get a formal represen4e SERIE - TOME 10 -- 1977 - N° 3
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tation of its Lie algebra. When the group representation is smooth, this Lie algebra
representation is not only formal in the sense of formal power series, but acts as functions
on a subset in the space of the differentiable vectors of the free part of the smooth representation (Prop. 8).
In Section 5, we make the passage from the Lie algebra to the Lie group (integrability).
DEFINITION 5. — An analytic representation (S, E) of a real Lie group G in a Banach
space E is called banal if it is equivalent to a linear representation.
In Section 6, we prove that any analytic representation of a semi-simple Lie group in
a finite-dimensional space is banal, and that any analytic representation of a nilpotent Lie
group, the free part of which is a non trivial unitary irreductible representation, is banal.
The first result, which was a conjecture of Palais and Smale, was initially proved by
Guillemin and Sternberg [4], by different technics.
As one can see from the definitions, the representations we consider leave the origin
invariant. We did not look at a more general situation. Many propositions given
for analytic representations have their counter part in formal representations. We did
not give them here to avoid a too heavy formulation.
1. Formal representations
Given a Frechet (resp. Banach) space E, we denote by (§)" E the projective tensor product
of E by itself w-times; En = © ((§)1 E) is a Frechet (resp. Banach) space. We define
i=l

the (algebraic) vector space E == (J En. The set L (E) of all linear endomorphisms
n^i
of E, leaving En invariant for every n ^ 1 and continuous on En, is a complex algebra.
We shall keep the same notation for an element in J^n (E) and its canonical identification with an element of oSf ((§)" E, E).
We define a mapping A : ^ (E) —> L (E) in the following way : if A = ^ A";
n^i
A(A)((pi®...®(pn)=

E

E

A11 ® . . . ® A l p ( a n ( ( p l ® . . . ® (()„)),

l^p^n i'i+...+ip==n

for every n ^ 1 and (pi, ...,(?„ in E.
One easily sees that A (AB) = A (A) A (B) and that the mapping A is one to one.
Given a formal representation (S, E) of a real Lie group G, the mapping g —» Sg = A (Sg)
is a homomorphism from G into the group of the invertible elements in L (E). (S, E) will
be called the linear representation associated with (S, E).
PROPOSITION 1. — Given a formal representation (S, E), of a real Lie group G in a Banach
space E, Sg = ^ ^» tne mappings (g, (p)-->S^((p) are continuous from GxE" to E.
n^i
Moreover, if E is finite dimensional, the mappings g —> S^ from G to o^fn (E) ^e analytic.
Proof. — (S1, E) is a continuous representation (resp. an analytic representation when E
is finite dimensional). Suppose that the result is true for 1 ^ p ^ n—l. Since Sjg^ is
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a measurable and therefore continuous (resp. analytic) representation of G, the continuity
(resp. analyticity) of S" results from the identity
S^(<Pi, ...,(pn)
=S,((pi®...®(p^)- S

£

S^®...®S^((pi®...®(p,)).

2^p^n n+...+»p=n

LEMMA 1. — Given a formal representation (S, E) of a real Lie group G in a Banach

space E, Sg = ^ S^, suppose that there exists an open neighbourhood ¥„ of the identity
n^i
in G such that the function (g, (p) -> R^ ((p) = S^-i S^ ((p) ^ C00 from ¥„ x E" ^ E, for
every n ^ 1. 7%^, ;/ H^ denote by E^ rt^ Frechet space of the dijferentiable vectors
for the free part of (S, E), the function (g, (p) -^ S"g ((p) ^ C°° from G x E^ ^ r/^ FwA^
space E^. Consequently S"g e oS?n (E^) ^wa? S^ restricted to E^ defines a formal representation of G on EQQ.
Pnw/. - The result holds for n = 1 ([6], Prop. 1.2). Suppose it is true for
1 ^ p ^ n-\. Take (p = ((pi, ..., <pn) in E^. The function
fe, 8\ (p)^A^,.((p) =

^
2-^p^n-l

S^

S

S^® ... ® S^(^((pi ® ... ®(pn)),

(i+...+(?=»

is C00 from G x G x E ^ to E^. From identity (1) we have
A^-OP) == S^^-S^S^^-S^^^Cq))).
Multiplying on the left by S^-i, we get that the mapping,
(g, g', ^^R^^-R^^-S^.R^®^^^)),
is C00 from G x G x E^ to E^. Choose now an open neighbourhood ¥„ of the identity
in G such that V,;2 c: V^. Then the function
W,<P)-B^=S^R;((p)
is C°° from V;, x ¥„ x E^ to E and therefore takes its values in E^. Therefore R^ e ^ (EJ
and, deriving B" with respect to the variable g\ we get that g -» R^ ((p) is C°° from V,;
to E^ for every (p e E^. Consequently g -> S^ ((p) == S^ R^ ((p) is C°° from ¥„ to E^.
It results then from relation (1) that g-^ S^ ((p) is C°° from G to E^. Then obviously
(^(p)^S^((p) is C00 from GxE^ to E,.
Q.E.D.

This lemma will be utilized in Section 4.
2. Analytic representations
LEMMA 2. — Given an analytic representation (S, E) of a real Lie group G in a Banach
space E, there exist a neighbourhood V of the identity in G, a > 0 a^rf r > 0, such that
the function (p ^ Sg ((p) = ^ S^ ((p) fo aw/^c m ^ ball B, w E, ^ [| S^ || ^ ^ (n S 1)
n^l

/or ^v^ry ^ f^ V.
4* S6RIE - TOME 10 - 1977 - N° 3
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Proof. — Denote by U an open neighbourhood of the identity of G where ^ S^
B^l

has a radius of convergence rg -^ 0 for every g e U.
1/rg = lim sup || S^ I)17" is lower semi-continuous on U. Choose a symmetric neighbourhood Ui of the identity in G such that Ui. U\ <= U.
There exist a non empty open set U2 in U\ and X ^ 0 such that r^ ^ X on U^. Then,
if 0 < \i < 'k and geV^ define Ag = ^ ji" || S^ |[< +00. The mapping g^Ag
n^i
being lower semi-continuous on U^, there exist a non empty open set U3 c: U^ and K > 0
such that Ag ^ K for every geV^ Therefore [ [ S ^ [ | ^ K p . ~ " for every geUa.
By modifying K and p we have the same result in a non empty set U4 in U^1. Therefore
the result holds on Us == U4 u U^1 which is symmetric.
It results from (1) that || S^, || ^ E || S^ ||
^
|| S1,. || ... || S^, ||. And,
l^jp^n

ii+...+ip=n

on the other hand, there exists L > 0 such that L" ^

^

^

a (fi, ..., fp)

l^p^n ii+...+ip=n

where affi, ..., ip) = 1. Therefore if g e V = Us. Us, we have
a = LK2.

||S^ || ^ cf with
Q.E.D.

PROPOSITION 2. — G'fv^n an analytic representation (S, E) of a real Lie group G in a
Banach space E and a left invariant Riemannian metric d on G, there exists C > 0 such
that || S^ || ^ c"^^ 6 ^^ for every geG and every n ^ 1.
The existence of a left invariant Riemannian metric on G is straightforward [3]
(take a ds2 at the identity and translate it).
Proof. — We saw, in Lemma 2, that there exist a neighbourhood V of the identity
in G and a > 0 such that || S^ || ^ a" for every n ^ 1 and g e V. Choose M > 0 and
CD > 0 such that 11 S^ 11 ^ M e^(gf e) for every g e G ([3], § 2, Lemma 1). We can choose d
in such a way that the unit ball around the identity is contained in V. Given g e G, define m
as the smallest integer such that d(g, e) < m. Then ([3], § 1), there exists g ' e G such
that d(g, g ' ) < 1 and d(g\ e) < m-1.
Since

s."=s^= S s^(
l^P^n

E

s^®...®s^)^,

n+...+*p=n

we have
|S2||^(flL)n(M^<m-l)+ E HS^I
l^p^n

L being the same as in the proof of Lemma 2. Define C = sup (2 a L, M e^).
Suppose that for d(g\ e) < m-1 (m ^ 2) we have || T^ || ^ c10""^ for every n ^ 1.
We then have

Issll^c^c^^c"".
Therefore

lls^l^c"0*^4-^
Q.E.D.
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COROLLARY 1. - Given an analytic representation (S, E) of a real Lie group G, then
for every bounded subset V in G, there exists r > 0 such that Sg is analytic in the ball B,.
for every geV.
COROLLARY 2. — Given an analytic representation (S, E) of a compact Lie group G,
there exists r > 0 such that Sg is analytic in the ball B,. for every g e G.
Given r > 0, we denote by ^f^ (E) the subset of the formal power series / = ^ / n
on the Banach space E such that ||/||, = ^ r " |[/" || < +00. .T,(E) is a Banach
w^i
space for the norm || ||, ([I], 3.1.2). The mapping F, : .?f, (E) x B,-> E defined
fcy Fr(/» <P) =/(<P) is obviously C°°.
DEFINITION 6. - A smooth representation (S, E) of a real Lie group G in a Banach
space E is an analytic representation of G in E such that there exist r > 0 and an open
neighbourhood V of the identity in G such that, if (S1, E) is the free part of (S, E), the
mapping g->Rg = S^-i Sg is C°° from V to ^f,(E).
PROPOSITION 3. - Given a smooth representation (S, E) of a real Lie group G in a Banach
space E, we denote by (S1, E) its free part. There exist an open neighbourhood V of the
identity of G and r > 0 such that:
(1) The functions
(g,(p)^R^((p)=S^-iS^(p
and
(g,(p)~>4((p)s=S^-i(p,
are C°° from VxB,. to E.
(2) TA6? /w!c^w g-> R^ = S/-i S^ ^ C00 /row V ^o ^ (E) /or 6?V(?ry ^ 1.

Proof. — (1) There exist a symmetric neighbourhood V of the identity in G and r > 0 such
that the mapping g -> Rg is C°° from V to ^f, (E). Therefore (g, (p) -> Rg (<p) = F, (R^, (p)
is C°° from VxB,. to E.
Consider the mapping A: ^f, (E)xExB,-)-E defined for all Re^f,(E), (peE,
v|/eB,., by A(R, (p, \|/) = R(\|/)-(p. It is a C°° function and we have the derivative
D^(^O)A = I- Therefore, by the implicit functions theorem, there exist r' > 0 and
a C°° function u : ^ x B,., -> E (^;, is the ball of radius r' around I in Jf,. (E)) such that
R(^(R, (p)) = (p. Now we choose V small enough such that g—>Rg-i is C00 from V
to ^. We have Rg-i (u(Rg-, (p)) = (p. So, if r' is taken small enough, the function
(g, 9) -> S^ S^-i (p is C00 from VxB,, to E.
(2) The mapping R ~> R" is C°° from ^, (E) into ^ (E), so that g -> R" is C°° from V
toJ^(E).
Q.E.D.

DEFINITION 7. -- Given an analytic representation {S, E) of G m a Banach space E, a
differentiable vector of (S, E) is a vector (p e E .s-McA that g-^Sg ((p) ^ C00 from a neighbourhood of the identity in G into E.
4° S&UE — TOME 10 — 1977 — N° 3
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PROPOSITION 4. — Given a smooth representation (S, E) of a real Lie group G in a Banach
space E, there exist a neighbourhood V of the identity in G and r > 0 such that, if E^ is
the space of the dijferentiable vectors of the free part (S1, E) of (S, E):
(1) E^ n By is the set of the dijferentiable vectors of (S, E) contained in By.
(2) If (p e E^ n By f/^ mapping g—> Sg ((p) ^ C°° /row V to the Frechet space E^.
Proof. — Choose a bounded symmetric neighbourhood V of the identity in G and r ' > 0
satisfying the conclusions of proposition 3. Suppose that [[ S^ |[ ^ M if ^eV. Take
r = M~ 1 r'.
(a) Suppose that (p e E^ n By. Then ^—> S^ (p = Lg S^ (p is C°° from V to E.
(b) By proposition 2, since V is bounded, there exists ^ > 0 such that Sg ((p) e By if
g e V and (p e B^. Suppose now that (p e B^ is a differentiable vector for (S, E). The
mapping g —> S^ ((p) = R^-i Sg ((p) is C00 on V, hence (p e E^ n B^. Then, the mapping
g —> Sg. Sg ((p) == Sg.g ((p) is C °° from a neighb ouAo o d V of the identity such that V. V c: V
into E if (p e B^ so Sg (E^ n B^) <= E^, if ^ e V.
The mapping (^,^)-»S^ Sg. (p = R^-i S^, (p is C°° from V'xV to E if (p is in
E^ n B^. Therefore, deriving this function k times with respect to g, we get that
g ' -> dS^ . . . dS^ Sg. ((p) is C°° from V to E for every k ^ 0, x^ ..., Xj, in the Lie
algebra of G (d S^ being the expression of the differential of the representation S1 on the
element x in the Lie algebra). By definition of the topology of E^, this means that the
mapping g—^Sgf^) is C°° from V to the Frechet space E^.
Q.E.D.
3. Smoothing of analytic representations
PROPOSITION 5. — Given an analytic representation {S, E) of a real Lie group G in a
Banach space E and a compact subgroup K ofG, there exists a smooth representation (S', E),
equivalent to (S, E), such that the restriction of S' to K is linear.
Proof. — Suppose that Sg = ^ S"g is defined and analytic on By (r > 0) for every g
n^i
in an open bounded neighbourhood V of the identity containing K. Choose an open
symmetric set V containing K such that V'.V c: V and a C°° function with compact
support in V such that

JG

f(g) dg = 1. If (p e By define
D,((p)=f/feg')S^S^-.((p)dg'
JG

for geV. It results from proposition 2 that || S^-i S^ || ^ C^^-^. Therefore,
for r > 0 small enough and g e V, the mapping g —> Dg is C°° from V to ^fy (E). Given
an open neighbourhood V" of the identity containing K such that V" V" <= V, there
exists r ' > 0 such that S^ Dg. = Dgg. -1 Sg on By,, if g, g ' are in V". Define Tg = D^ Sg D;1;
since T1-! Tg = Dg DJ'1, (T, E) is a smooth representation of G. More precisely, there
exists r " > 0 such that g->T^-i Tg is C°° from V" to ^fy.(E).
ANNALES SCIENTIFIQUES DE L'ECOLE NORMALE SUPERIEURE
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Define
A((p)= f T^T^qO^cpeB^,
JK

and S;=AT^A~ 1 . We have
T^AT,((p)== f T^-.T^((p)dfe.

Suppose that g is taken in an open neighbourhood U of the identity in G, such that
K.U <= V: the mapping g->T^-i AT, is C°° from U to ^,(E). Therefore (S\ E)
is a smooth representation of G. Obviously the restriction of S' to K is linear and (S', E)
is equivalent to (T, E) and therefore to (S, E).
Q.E.D.
PROPOSITION 6. — Given an analytic representation (S, E) of G in a Banach space E,
there exist r > 0 and a neighbourhood V of the identity in G such that the mapping
(g, (p) -> Sy ((p) is continuous from VxB,. to E.
Proof. — (S, E) is equivalent to a smooth representation (S', E), and since the latter
has the desired property, so does (S, E).
4. Passage from the Lie group to the Lie algebra
Given a Frechet space E, we define a linear mapping dA: 3F (E) —> L (E) as following:
if A = ^ A" and (pi, ..., (?„ e E,
p^i
(4)

dA(A)(<pi®...®(p^)=

^ (

^

\ ^A"-^1®!^..^^®...® <?„)),

l ^ p ^ n O^s.p-1

for every /i ^ L
We easily see that rfA([A, B]^) = [rfA(A), rfA(B)] and the linear mapping d A
is one to one.
Consequently the bracket [ , ]^ defines a Lie algebra structure on ^(E).
Given a formal representation (S, E) of a real Lie algebra 9 in E, the mapping
^ — ^ 8 ^ = JA(S^) is a homomorphism from 9 into the Lie algebra of the associative
algebra L (E). (S, E) will be called the linear representation associated with (S, E).
Given a linear continuous representation (S, E) of a real Lie group G, we denote by
(rfS, E^) its differential defined on the space E^ of the differentiable vectors.
PROPOSITION 7. — Let (S, E) be a formal representation of a real Lie groups G, in a
Banach space E such that, if Sg = ^ S" there exists an open neighbourhood V of the
n^i
identity of G, where g -^ R; = S^-, S; is C°° from V to ^ (E).
4° S&UE — TOME 10 — 1977 — N° 3
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Define now for x e 9, the Lie algebra of G,
^^(R^.o
a^

(n^2).

The mapping
x^dS^dS^+^dS",
n^2

from 9 z>^o SF (E^) defines a formal representation (dS, E^) 0/9 w r/^ Frechet space E^.
7%f5- representation of 9 m7/ 6^ ca/ferf the differential of (S, E).
Proof. — The linear representation (S, E) of G associated with (S, E) is continuous
when restricted to E,. Then, by Lemma 1 if (pi, ..., (pn are in E^, (pi ® ... ® (?„ is
a differentiable vector for (S, En) and we have :
(5)

dS,((pi®...®(p,)=

S (

^

I,®^--^ 1 ®!?^-!)^^®...®^),

l^p^n O^fl^p-1

for every x e 9.
Since d S^ and rf S^ are linear in x e 9, we find by induction, using (5), that d S^ is linear
in x e 9 for every n ^ 1.
Suppose now that d S^ ((pi ® . . . ® ( p p ) e E ^ i f ( p i , . . . , ( p p a r e i n E ^ a n d l ^ ^ ^ 7 z - l
(this is obviously true for p = 1). Since
dS;((pi®...®(p^
=dS,((pi®...®(p^)- $: (

^

I^dSr^^I^-Oa^cpi®...®^),

2^p^n O^q^p-1

we have JS;((pi ® ... ® <?„) e E^. Hence, since ^S^e-^(E) for w ^ 2, we have
d S; e ^ (EJ. It is well known that d S^ e J^ (EJ. Therefore dS^e^ (E^). We
have rf A (rf Sjc) = rf S^ and therefore
dA(dS^) = dS^,^ = [dS,, dSy] = [dA(dS,), dA(dS,)] = dA([dS,, dSy]^,
Since d\ is one to one we have ^S^yj = [^S^, dSy]^.
Q.E.D.

DEFINITION 8. — Given a continuous linear representation (U, E) of a real Lie group G,
in a Banach space E, an analytic representation (T, E^) of the Lie algebra 9 of G compatible with (U, E) is a formal representation 0/9 in the Frechet space E^ of the differentiable
vectors o/(U, E) such that the free part (T1, EJ is equal to (dU, EJ, T; e ^ (E) (n ^ 2)
flwrf ^ T^ is analytic around the origin in E /or every x e 9.
n^2

PROPOSITION 8. — Gfrni a smooth representation (S, E) o/^z real Lie group G f/z a Banach
space E, r/^ differential (d S, E) o/ (S, E) is an analytic representation of the Lie algebra Q
o/G, compatible with the free part of(S, E). Moreover, there exists r > 0 such that dSjc
is a mapping from E^ n By to E^ for every x e 9.
ANNALES SCIENTIFIQUES DE L*6COLE NORMALE SUP^RIEURE
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Proof. — (d S, E^) is a formal representation of the Lie algebra g of G. By Proposition 4 there exist an open neighbourhood V of the identity in G and r > 0 such that the
mapping (g, g')-. R^-i S^, cp is C°° from V x V to E for every ( p e E ^ n B , .
But R

.- s^ (? == ^ s,' ^ Therefore g -^ S,1 (d/dt) (S^ „ (p),, ^ is C00 from V into E,
and (d/dt) (S,,p^ (p)^o e E^,. Since ^->R^ is C00 from V to ^f,(E), the series
^ E dS^is in^(E). Since
^2
M

>

7

-(Sexp^(pX=o = ^(p+ S ^((p)eE,,
dt

n^2

dSy is an operator defined on E^ n By with values in E^.
Q.E.D.
Remark. — A formal representation (S, E) of a real Lie algebra 9 in a Frechet space E
can easily be extended to a representation (S', E) of the complexified ^ of 9If moreover (S, E) is an analytic representation of 9 in a Banach space E, the series V S^
defines an analytic mapping around the origin in E for every x e (^"^ 2
5. Passage from the Lie algebra to the Lie group
PROPOSITION 9. - Let G be a connected and simply connected real Lie group, and (U, E)
a continuous linear representation ofG in a Banach space E. We denote by E^ the Frechet
space of its differentiable vectors. Given a formal representation (S, E^) of the Lie algebra g
of G on E^ such that, if x e g and S^ = ^ S^, S^ = dV, and S^eJ^(EJ [resp.
n^l

S^ e ^ (E^) n ^ (E)] /or /z ^ 2, ^/^ ^ay?5- ^ unique formal representation (T, E^)
(resp. (T, E)) o/ G in E^ (r^j?. E) ^c/z that, ifTg= ^ T^ W (p^, ...,(?„ ar^ f/z E^,
n^l

the mapping g—»T^((pi, . . . , (pn) from G to E /za>y a derivative and
S;((pi, ..^^-^(^^((pi, ...,(?„) |^o.
a^

Proo/. — (1) Consider first the case where G == R. As usual, if x e 9 is chosen, we shall
denote by t the element exp tx.
Define by induction
T,1 = U,

and

T? = F U,-, ^ S^
JO

2^p^n

E

T:1 ® . . . ® T/dso^.

ii+...+ip=n

Denote ^ = ^ (E) (resp. ^ (E^) n ^ (E)). We have T? e ^ and the mapping
t -> R? = LL, T^ from R to ^ has a derivative. Define
R,= E R?
n^l

and

A, = ^ U_,S;(®"U,).
n^2

For every n ^ 1, we have

(6)

j-nn

—
= 2^p^n
Z u_,s;:(®"u.) f i + . . .E+ f p = n R^®...®^"^.
Of
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Which we shall write more concisely
(7)

^A^oR,
dt

This equation has only one solution in ^ (E) with Ro given. Indeed, d R^/dt = 0
and hence R^ = Ro; by induction, we see that the right hand side of (6), for a given n,
contains only the applications Rf with p < n.
Define T, == U^ R, = ^ T^. If t, t' are real numbers define f(t) = UL( T^, and
n^ 1

^ (^) = U_^ T, T,.. The functions / and g satisfy equation (7) with /(O) = g (0) = T^.
Therefore T^, = T, T^, and (T, E^) [resp. (T, E)] has the required properties.
(2) Let us now return to the general case.
Consider the linear representation (S, E^) of g associated with (S, E^). We have
S [(E^ = d\J. Suppose that y~1 = S |(E^)»_I is the restriction to (E^)^^i of the
differential of a continuous linear representation (^'"~1, (E^)^-i) [resp. (^'n-l, E^-i)]
of G on (E^_ i (resp. E^ i). Now, ^" = S |(E^ is an extension [5] of y"~1 by rf((§)"U),
the 1-cocycle of the extension being

<= z ( z i^sr^1®!^-!)^
l^p^n-l O^g^p-1

(this follows from formula (4)) and T^ e ^ with S = ^ ((§)" E^, (E^)^ i) [resp. ^ = 50 (®" E^,,
(E^„)n^(® n E,E„_,)].
Now, it is proved in ([5], Prop. 6.1) that there exists a unique 1-cocycle g —> F^ from G
into S such that g -> F^ (6) is C°° from G to (E)^_i and (^/A) (F^p ^ (6))^o = ^^ (b)
for every ^ e 9 (this was proved in [4] when the spaces are Banach spaces but the proof
remains valid, in any locally convex quasi complete topological vector space, without
changes).
Therefore (^", (E^)^) [resp. (^rn, E^)] is defined by
^(^+fc)=^- l (a)+^ n U,(b)+F^(&)
for ae(E^., and 6e$)"E^.
We obviously have d^ = ^ on (E^.
We can now define a unique linear representation (^, E^) [resp. (^", E)] such that
the restriction to (E^ (resp. E^) is ^n.
It results from the first part that, if g = exp tx,
^ = A(T,)

with T, = ^ T^, T,1 = U,
n^l

and
T^. = P U^p(,-,), E S^
Jo

2^p^n

S

T^p, ® ... ®T^p, d5o^

for

n ^ 2.

ii+...+ip=n

Choose now a neighbourhood V of the identity in G such that V.V is a normal
neighbourhood.
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Then, if g, g ' are in V, we have
A(T^) = ^ == ^^ = A(T,)A(T,,) = A(T,T^)

Since A is one-to-one we have T^. = T^ T^ if ^ and ^' are in V. It results from
([2], Chap. II, § 7, Th. 3) that T can be extended from V to G, and this extension has the
required properties.
Q.E.D.
PROPOSITION 10. ~ Given a continuous linear representation (U, E) of a connected and
simply connected Lie group G in a Banach space E and an analytic representation (S, E^)
of its Lie algebra g, compatible mth (U, E), the formal representation (T, E) ofG defined
by Proposition 9 is analytic. Moreover, if (p e E^ and x e g, the mapping t —> T^p ^ ((p)
has a derivative around zero and (d/dt) (TexptxW)t=o = S^ (p.
Proof. — Since we can restrict ourselves to a normal neighbourhood of G, it is sufficient
to prove the proposition for G = R.
Let us choose x e g and as usual make the identification t == exp tx.
If S^ = ^ S^, we define A = ^ S; and A, = LL( o A ° U,. We choose a > 0
n^l

nS2

and r > 0 such that A( is analytic on B,. for every 1 1 \ < a. We denote by 8S the Banach
space of the bounded continuous functions from ]—^,fl[ into E with the norm
11/1) = sup ||/f ||. We define the mapping ^ from the ball W,., of radius r in ^,
|f|<a

into ^ by, if/eW^, ^ (f)^ = A((/(). This mapping is analytic from Wy into S.
The mapping B: W,. x E -> ^, defined by B (/, (p)^ == /(-(P-

J"r'

^ (/), ds, is analytic.

Jo

Moreover B (0, 0) = 0 and D1 B(Q^ Q) = 1^. It results from the implicit functions theorem
([I], 5.6.7) that there exist an open neighbourhood V of the origin in E and
a unique analytic mapping u : V —> ^ such that B (u ((p), (p) = 0. This means that
As (M ((p)s) A. Therefore the function t —> u ((p)( is C1 from] - a, a[ into E

u ((P)( == (p +
Jo

and du Wi/df == A( (u ((p)^) with the initial condition u ((p)o = (p. Since u is analytic
from V to ^ the mapping (p -^ M ((p)y is analytic from V to E for every [ t \ < a. It results
then from the first part of the proof of Proposition 9 that T( is analytic on V and
^((p),=U_,TJ(p) if \t\ <a.
Q.E.D.

6. Examples of banal representations
PROPOSITION 11. — Every analytic representation of a connected real semi-simple Lie
group in a complex finite dimensional vector space is banal.
Proof. — We denote by (S, E) the analytic representation of the group G. By Proposition 5 we can suppose that (S, E) is smooth and that (d S, E) is an analytic representation
of its Lie algebra g, compatible with the free part (S1, E) of (S, E). The representation
(d S, E) can be extended to a representation of the complexified g^ of 9. In view of Proposition 10, this representation of 9^ can be exponentiated to a unique analytic representa4' S^RIE - TOME 10 - 1977 - N° 3
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tion (S', E) of the connected and simply connected Lie group G' the Lie algebra of which
is Qc- By Proposition 5, this representation is equivalent to a smooth representation S"
linear on the maximal compact subgroup K of G'.
Since the representation (d S", E) of g^. is linear on the Lie algebra I of K, its associated
linear representation (d S", E) satisfies d S^ = ^ (§)" d S^1 for every k e f.
n^i
Now, 9^ being the complexified of f, we have dS^ = ^ (§)"rfS^1. This means
n^i
that (S", E) is a linear representation of G' equivalent to (S', E). Therefore (S, E) is
banal.
Q.E.D.

LEMMA 3. — Let (S, E) be a formal representation of a connected nilpotent real Lie group G
in a Frechet space E such that its free part (S1, E) is a non constant representation ofG by
homotheties. Then, the kernel of (S, E) is equal to the kernel of (S1, E).
Proof. — It is sufficient to prove that the kernel of (S1, E) is a subgroup of the kernel
of (S, E).
We denote by (G1),^..^ (G1 = G and G^ = { e ]) the central decreasing series
of G. G2 is contained in the kernel H of (S1, E). Take p ^ 2, and suppose that S \oP+1
is constant. If g e G and g ' e QP we have Sg Sg. = Sg, Sg, hence S"gg. = S^g (n ^ 1).
S1 is constant on Gp. Suppose now that S3 is constant on G" (hence equals to zero)
for 1 ^q^n-1. We then get from relation (1) that S^ S^ = S^ ®"S^. Since
S^ = \ I(^eC), we have (^-^) S^ = 0 hence S^ = 0. This proves that Sg = I
for every g e G2. Take now g and g ' in G.
We have Sg Sg. = Sg, Sg. Suppose that H is a periodicity group of Sp for 1 ^ p ^ n — 1
(this is true for p = 1). It then results from relation (1) for geG and g ' eR, that
(\-Vg) S^ = 0, and hence S^ == 0. Therefore H is in the kernel of (S, E).
PROPOSITION 12. — Every analytic representation of a connected nilpotent real Lie group
in a HUbert space such that the free part is unitary, irreducible and non-trivial, is banal.
Proof. — Denote by (S, E) an analytic representation of the nilpotent group G such that
the hypotheses of the proposition are satisfied.
We denote by C the largest analytic subgroup of G on which S1 is represented by homotheties. This representation of C is not constant. The kernel H of S1 restricted to C
is such that C/H n C is compact since S1 is unitary. It results from corollary 2 and
Lemma 3 that there exists r > 0 such that Sc is analytic on By for every c e C. We can
therefore define A =

J c/nnc

S^-i S^ dC. The representation Sg = AS^A" 1 satisfies

S^. = S^ for every ceC. Therefore, it follows from relation (1), since S'^Sg = Sg S^,
that S,1 S;2 = Sg2 ® 2 S,1. Therefore (^-^) Sg2 = 0, and S;2 = 0. Suppose that
SgP = 0 for 2 ^ p ^ n-\. From relation (1) we get that (^c-^) s^ = °? so that
Sg" = 0. Therefore (S', E) is a linear representation equivalent to (S, E).
Q.E.D.
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